ABSTRACT

Just like Turing machines are not the only model of computation, Von Neumann architecture is not the only computing hardware out there, e.g. quantum computers, liquid-state machines, etc. Here we review the literature surrounding a novel hybrid analog-digital computing system (a memcomputer) built from memristors (memory-resistors), a basic electronics component with variable resistance, theorized about in 1971, and used recently for various applications including fast non-volatile RAM. We discuss the theory and application of digital memcomputing machines (DMM), which are non-general-purpose computing systems for solving some NP problems efficiently. A universal memcomputing machine (UMM) is also discussed, which the authors claim is a Turing-complete, general purpose computing model. One major advantage of these systems over quantum computers is the reuse of existing electronics versus specialized hardware. Simulation of their technology is conducted and results are presented showing increasing instance sizes of specific NP problems solved in polynomial ($O(n^4)$) time. The literature does not offer any formal proofs of P=NP, or make any such claims. The authors of the literature have also formed the company, MemComputing, Inc., and together with technology partners are attempting to leverage memcomputers for commercial applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

For at least 50 years now, commercial and personal computing has been dominated by digital, discrete-timestep computers, built around the Church-Turing model of computation and Von Neumann architectural principles.\(^9^-^{11}\) We now call this computing system the \textit{classical} computer, and to this day, computer scientists, architects, and engineers are still busy trying improve its performance, storage capacities, specialized hardware modules, etc. Even the mobile versions of such computers available today are more powerful than the fastest commercial mainframes of 15 years ago, a tribute to our commitment and faith in this classical computing paradigm.

And yet, despite our achievements, we still find ourselves limited (perhaps hopelessly so) by this computer. While it performs admirably well on polynomial (P) class problems, it fails miserably against non-deterministic-polynomial (NP) class problems, a set of problems with no known efficient (i.e. polynomial time) solutions.\(^*\) Non-trivial instances of such problems scale at such dramatic rates, that it is not uncommon for the best known algorithms to take millennia to complete. We call such problems \textit{intractable}. And unfortunately, these problems are ever present and growing.\(^{12^-^{15}}\) 22 years ago, Christos Papadimitriou wrote, “A keyword search [...] reveals that about 6,000 papers each year have the term ‘NP-complete’ on their title, abstract, or list of keywords. This is more than each of the terms ‘compiler,’ ‘database,’ ‘expert,’ ‘neural network,’ and ‘operating system’.”\(^16\) There is no reason to believe that the rate at which we have discovered NP (and harder = NP+) problems has decayed. The fact remains that unless we discover even a single polynomial running-time algorithm to an NP-complete problem, implying P=NP, then we simply cannot solve non-trivial instances of such problems with classical Church-Turing Von Neumann computers. Alternative computing architectures are needed.

When considering alternatives, it is important to remember that digital, discrete-time-step machines are not our only option. There is a long, overshadowed (still active) history of non-classical computers of analog, and even hybrid digital-analog, architectural design.\(^{17^-^{22}}\) There are even biological and chemical architectures.\(^{23^-^{25}}\) Unlike classical computing, a computer’s state in such systems is often not expressed as an instantaneous description (ID) at a particular timestep, but rather as a function or set of functions (linear or non-linear) with time itself as a parameter.\(^{26}\) Or in some cases as a chemical or biological composition.

Quantum computing is one such promising hybrid computing architecture that may be able to solve at least some problems that classical computers cannot seem to solve efficiently.\(^{27,28}\) Theoretical computer scientists have even carved out a new class of problems, called bounded quantum polynomial (BQP), which consists of problems solvable in polynomial time by quantum computers and yet \textit{not efficiently solvable} by classical computers.\(^{29}\)

\(^*\)We purposely ignore heuristics and approximations when referring to pure solutions to NP problems.
Interest in quantum computers has been so great over the last few decades, that the research has led to a number of high profile attempts (most still ongoing) to build and compute with quantum computers. And yet, for all their promise, these systems still seem too noisy to be of any practical use. The current implementation of the most promising quantum computer requires cooling structures at near 0 kelvin, even for a small number of bits; or in other words, highly specialized, expensive hardware for limited payoff (so far).

One major advantage of the system discussed in this literature review, is that it is designed and built from the same electronics used by modern computers, e.g. CMOS logic gates, transistors, resistors, capacitors, etc. The novelty is the use of a non-traditional electronics components known as the memristor, a circuit element first theorized about in 1971 by Dr. Leon Chua, and used recently in a myriad of applications. This circuit element brings with it a variable resistance, which can be capitalized upon as a sort of memory. The authors combine it with other electronics components to construct what they call a ‘self-organizing logic gate,’ which when combined with others in circuit, allow electrical current to flow through them (not in a specific direction) until the entire circuit stabilizes into a solution. In other words, the authors have shown that a problem, realized (wired) as a Boolean circuit, can be solved in polynomial time by simply allowing the electricity applied to it to stabilize. This novel computing architecture is simulated on various NP problems with polynomial running time results for many instances. The authors also propose a Turing-complete universal memcomputing machine (UMM).

2. MEMCOMPUTING

2.1 Memristors

Memristors are a two-terminal device which stores a history of the previous input to define its state. The behavior of general memelements can be described by Eqs. 1 and 2.

\[
y(t) = g(\dot{x}, u, t)u(t) \\
\dot{x} = f(\dot{x}, u, t)
\]  

\(u(t)\) is the input signal, \(y(t)\) is the output signal, \(g\) is the response function that depends on the current input and the internal state of the device \(\dot{x}\). The change in the internal state over time, \(\dot{x}\), is governed by the function \(f\) which depends on the current internal state and the input. The internal state of a device can be captured by various physical phenomena including spin polarization, positional atomic defects, crystalline uniformity, etc. When these physical phenomena, when subjected to an external voltage, change their internal structure and cause a change in resistance between the two terminals, they display memristance capabilities.
Figure 2. Left: Memristors can be seen as the fourth two-terminal, passive circuit element that relates the charge $q$ to the magnetic flux linkage $\psi$. Right: The response curve of a memristor when subject to a varying input voltage. Notice the non-linear relationship between the current and voltage.

2.2 Architecture

Figure 3. A terminal agnostic self organizing logic gate is like a traditional Boolean logic gate in terms of its input-output relationship, but it allows electrical current to flow in either direction. The dynamic correction modules ensure that Boolean relationship defined by the gate is always satisfied.

Leveraging the capabilities of memristors can be achieved by constructing Self-Organizing Universal Logic Gates (SOLG). SOLGs are terminal-agnostic devices where any of the terminals can be the input or the output. The SOLG self-organizes to satisfy the relationship between “inputs” and “outputs” of the conventional Boolean gate the SOLG mimics. This means that a signal can be applied to the “output” of the SOLG, and the “inputs” will be driven to a state that satisfies the Boolean relationship. For example, for a SOLG AND gate, if a one is applied to the “output”, the “inputs” will both converge to ones. If a zero is applied, the “inputs” will converge...
to one of three states: either (zero, zero), (zero, one), or (one, zero). The specific type of logic gate the SOLG takes on is defined by the voltage sources in the Dynamic Correction Module.\(^7\)

By combining the SOLGs together, a Self-Organizing Logic Circuit (SOLC) can be constructed. Since the individual SOLGs can be “run in reverse”, the composite SOLCs have the same capability. This property can be useful for solving problems that are easier in the reverse direction than the forward direction. For example, Prime Factorization is easy in reverse, simply a multiplication of all the prime factors to produce the product. However, the forward direction is more difficult and is known to be NP. Using SOLCs, the integer can be applied to the “output” terminals and the internal state of the machine will self-organize into a stable state to produce the solution on the “input” terminals.

2.3 Dynamical Systems Analysis

SOLCs can be viewed as a type of dynamical system that evolves in continuous time. The authors have shown that the dynamics governing UMMs will always find a solution if one exists, will converge within a bounded amount of time which depends on the problem size, and will not exhibit periodic or chaotic behavior unlike more general dynamical systems.\(^6\)

2.4 Universality

Memcomputers are universal, in that they not only are Turing complete, but also that they can simulate both reservoir computers (liquid-state machine) and quantum computers, which means that Memcomputers are universal computers.\(^8\)

2.4.1 Universal Memcomputing Machines

Universal Memcomputing Machines (UMM) are an ideal machine formed by the interconnection of memprocessors (or memcells). The concept of a Universal Memcomputing Machine parallels that of a Universal Turing Machine (UTM).\(^34\) These machines are intrinsically parallel. By intrinsically parallel, we mean that these machines do not operate on each input cell individually, rather, they read the input cells as a whole and write to the output cells as a whole, at once.\(^8\) In addition, such machines are functionally polymorphic, meaning that the transition function which converts the input to the output may change dynamically after each time step.

A UMM, much like a UTM, is an ideal machine that instead of having an infinitely long memory tape, is instead a bank of interconnected memory cells (memprocessors), able to perform either digital or analog operations and controlled by a control unit.\(^34\) The control unit is responsible for sending the signal which
configures the internal state of the memprocessors. It is the memprocessors current state, coupled with this
signal, which determines the next state of the processor, thus, the processor gives rise to the intrinsic parallelism
and functional polymorphism as described above.\textsuperscript{34}

2.4.2 Turing Completeness

A Universal Turing Machine has traditionally been realized by the von Neumann architecture, a computing
paradigm whereby the memory and CPU are physically separate entities.\textsuperscript{34} From there evolved the Harvard
architecture, which is similar to the von Neumann architecture except that not only would the memory be separate
from the CPU, the memory itself would be separated into data and instruction. Another architectural model,
the most common one used today in our modern CPUs and GPUs, is known as the ”pipelined architecture”,
where stages are connected to each other, and the output of one stage becomes the input of another.\textsuperscript{34} Although
it has not yet been proven that Turing machines and UMMs are equivalent, it has been shown that UMM’s are
Turing-Complete, that is, they are at least as powerful as Universal Turing machines and represent a model that
can, at the very least, simulate the behavior of Turing machines.\textsuperscript{34}

2.4.3 Liquid-State Machines

A liquid-state machine (LSM) is a type of neural network, although it is different than most modern neural
networks because it does not require the hidden layers (the layers between input and output) to be trained.\textsuperscript{8,35}
Input and output therefore, is mapped non-linearly. An LSM can be thought of as a container of water, whereby
sending an input signal into the LSM is the equivalent of dropping stones into the water, and the change in internal
states is equivalent to the propagation of waves. Depending on which stone is dropped, different waveforms are
created. A function is then trained to map the waveforms to output states. UMMs are liquid-state complete.\textsuperscript{8}
This means that they can simulate any liquid-state machine (although, this may require too many resources to
be practical).

2.4.4 Quantum Computers

A quantum computer utilizes quantum mechanics to perform computational tasks that otherwise would be
intractable. It performs computations in a probabilistic manner. UMMs are quantum-complete, that is, they
can simulate any quantum computer.\textsuperscript{8} Quantum computers take advantage of quantum entanglement between
q-bits to achieve intrinsic parallelism. UMMs use instantions to achieve intrinsic parallelism using non-local
interactions to communicate between SOLGs in real-time.
3. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

The authors perform simulations of self-organizing logic circuits to solve the integer factorization and the subset-sum problem. All simulations performed were able to find a solution to the problem for the given parameters within a time polynomial with the input size. No periodic orbits or strange attractors were discovered when the problem instance had a solution and the simulations did not converge when a solution did not exist. For both problems, the circuit complexity scales polynomially with the problem instance and the time step does not scale since it only depends on the convergence time of the individual SOLG devices.

Figure 4. From Di Ventra and Traversa, shows time to compute instances of the Subset-Sum problem where the number of elements is equal to the number of bits of precision. The classical computing time is shown in orange and the memcomputing approach in blue. The topology of the DMM network used is shown in the top-left corner.

One drawback of the simulations was on the size of the problem instances considered. Due to the need to simulate the dynamical systems that described the circuits and the large number of independent variables, the study only considered an integer factorization problem at most 18 bits in size. The subset-sum problem considered inputs and a target sum with at most 9 bits of precision. These size problems are not out of reach of classical computers and could be solved within a reasonable amount of time using a brute-force method.

A later study studied how the performance of the approach scaled with larger problem sizes. The tests were performed on the Max-E3SAT problem, an optimization problem similar to 3SAT that attempts to, in addition to satisfying the expression, also find the most number of true variables. The authors focus on difficult instances of the problem for with no efficient approximation method is known. The tests showed a linear increase in time and memory usage up to problem instances with $64 \times 10^6$ variables and $320 \times 10^6$ clauses before the 128 Gb of
system RAM was exhausted. These scalability tests provide more evidence to support the claims of the authors. Even more interesting is the fact that these results were achieved in software without the need for specialized hardware or restrictive constraints on the types of problems. If the capabilities of this approach are reproducible, this method for tackling difficult problems should garner more support in the coming future.

4. CONCLUSION

Computer science has long since reached a complexity wall with regards to NP (and harder = NP+) problems. Unless we discover that P=NP, we may never be able to (purely) solve interesting instances of NP+ problems with classical Church-Turing-Von Neumann computers. Because of this, it is in our best interest to seek out additional, supplementary, or even complementary models of computation to help us overcome such problems. And quantum computing, while promising in theory, has yet to reach implementation maturity. Throughout our rich computing history, analog and hybrid digital-analog computers have been designed, built and operated to overcome specific challenges. Perhaps these non-traditional, non-classical (i.e. non-digital-discrete-timestep-Turing-Von Neumann) machines can be harnessed to overcome the challenges of NP+ problems.

The authors behind the research in this literature review proposed and simulated a novel computing system (a memcomputer), built from existing electronics components and Boolean logic circuitry, with the apparent ability to solve interesting instances of NP problems efficiently. Their system does so by leveraging the intrinsic parallelism inherent to a network of memristors, which are influenced by each other as electrical current flows across the system to achieve a stable state. In other words, the authors have shown that an NP problem, realized as a Boolean circuit, can be solved in polynomial time by allowing the electric signal applied to it to stabilize.

While the authors of this research showed results of simulations to this effect, and have partnered with technology companies to build such systems, they have yet to show a physical version of such a system implemented in hardware. Although memcomputing is a newly proposed model of computation, it may be subject to implementation challenges, like quantum computing. However, the software simulations and the scalability of their approach for the problem instances tested do show promise and it will be interesting to see where this technique will lead in the future.
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